YOUR TOOL AGNOSTIC 

MARKETING PARTNER

Tool agnostic marketing
Be Bold inspires growth by boldly combining strategic and technical marketing. Choosing Be Bold means
you get access to the unique set of skills required to deliver the results you need. 


Our bold team specializes in marketing strategy, marketing automation and digital marketing ranging
from implementations and integrations, user training and change management, to strategic and
executive support.


An added value is that Be Bold holds data in the core of every marketing action. This means every
interaction is tracked to ensure the best performance and maximum personalization. 


Our approach
As an agnostic marketing automation provider, the Be Bold approach is agile and focused on your
business goals. 


In order to suggest the best platform for your company, Be Bold organizes a kick-off to get to know you
and your company. Afterwards, a discovery workshop and alignment with marketing gives more
information on your needs. Finally, we would like more information on your business goals.


Phase two is the implementation and the optimization of all technical aspects required to measure your
success. Thanks to this grounded approach we achieve an effective - and long-lasting - integration of
marketing automation and digital marketing. Making sure your target audience is reached at the right
time, via the right channels, with the right information - and you’ll have the data to prove it.




We’ve helped our clients with...
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emarket visitors that abandoned
the form or did not fill out the
proposal form on their online tool to
calculate the premium you'd have
to pay if you extend your standard
membership.

 
 hallenge
Implement a marketing automation
system that would allow them to
communicate and target their
customers better & move them
closer to getting the 360° view of
their customers.

urture prospects, leads, and
clients in a long-term and
sustainable way. Especially
considering the educational and
informational needs inherent in
artificial intelligence projects.

mplementing a tool that provides
both a CRM system and
marketing automation. Since
Fieldside consist of several
departments, the ability to create
different templates was a must.
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Be Bold offered strategic advice
and extended the data model to
increase personalization and
improve customer relevancy. The
outcome was a clear and
transparent nurture flow.

Be Bold suggested Oracle Eloqua as
a formidable engine. After a series of
workshops, Eloqua was implemented
and end user trainings were given.
After the implementation Be Bold
provided a long-term support team.

Be Bold implemented a sales
pipeline in Active Campaign. This
allowed them to have an overview
of their current leads &
automatically follow them up,
create tasks and change their
current status (open, won, lost).

Be Bold provided a set-up of
Active Campaign that ensured
that all the different departments
can use the tool without getting
in each other's way. The set-up
also included personalized email
templates for every departement.

Results

Results
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Results

1500 emails have been sent to
form abandoners in 6 months.
Via the nurture flow 5% were
convinced to take out an
insurance. 


Be Bold implemented Oracle
Eloqua together with two central
campaigns in 22 European
countries in only 11 months. 


By using the sales pipeline, there
was a better follow-up and
nurturing of leads and customers
Which led to a qualitative database
and a growing prospect list.


ActiveCampaign offered a CRM
system that provided an overview
of their current leads and an
automatic follow-up. This split up
per different department.
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New kid on the block:

New in the Be Bold toolbox is the Adobe Experience Cloud (AEC) with Adobe Campaign and Marketo
Engage. This new kid on the block, includes a collection of the best solutions for marketing, analytics,
reporting, advertising, e-commerce and CRM lead management.

The Adobe Experience Cloud ecosystem brings marketing and customer experience to the next level. All
tools are integrated into one cloud platform, where service, support and above all an open ecosystem
are available. That way, as a company, you will succeed in creating world-class customer experiences.

Why choose Adobe Experience Cloud?

Unified Customer Profile (UCP)

Customer data platform

Build 360° profiles of your customers by

Best of both worlds by combining C

seamlessly connecting all types of data

and third party data.

(behavioral, financial, transactional, operational

RM data

One profile for your
customers and their entire customer journey.

or third-party) into one.

Real-time cross channel orchestration

Complete ecosystem

Real-time profiles can be added to real-time
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segments that can be activated in real-time

with internal systems and connected to a rich

on various channels.

ecosystem of partners.
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flexible platform that can be integrated

Hyper-personalized content on a large scale

Intelligence

"the right
message, to the right people at the right time”.

Leverage the power of AI and machine learning

Based on segmentation you can send

to amplify the impact of content and data.

que team combination of creative & strategic minds, technical experts, and hands-on
consultants. This means they think critically about your business needs and help facilitate a longlasting marketing solution. 



Be Bold has a uni

With 8 years of experience in Marketing Automation Be Bold supports platforms such as i.e., Oracle
Eloqua, Active Campaign, Adobe Experience Cloud, ... For all these platforms, Be Bold is a full-circle
partner: from strategy and implementation, to training and support.

Looking for the right partner to determine what marketing automation tools best fit your company's
needs? Let’s get in touch: mark.verheyden@hyperion.be

